LETTERPRESS FILE SUBMISSION details
illustrator (eps, ai or pdf) files are preferred.
1.
		
		
		
2.
		
		
		
3.
		
		
4.
		
		

click file -> new
document size (artboard) = finished card size
color mode = cmyk
raster effects = high 300ppi
use all pantone colors
click window -> swatches
click on the down arrow and click on open swatch library -> color books
we recommend using pantone solid uncoated
convert all type to outlines
select type (type only)
click on type -> create outlines
include a 1/8” bleed where applicable
extend the color, pattern or graphic (where applicable) 0.125” outside of the artboard
for complex patterns, we recommend using a clipping mask

if you don’t use illustrator, you can export your design to a pdf
1. for designs with a bleed:
document size = letter
colors in pantone
include 0.5pt trim marks offset 0.25” and printer registration marks

2. for designs without a bleed:
document size = finished card size
colors in pantone

send us your file(s) in one of our file submission templates on our website

download template and follow the directions within the template to send us your file.

COLOR FILES
Do I send you color files?

We ask that you send us color jpg or pdf proof files for each printed piece so we have a reference for final card appearance..
Film ready files should also be in color (cmyk mode) using all pantone colors. when we make your design film ready, we create
color separations (if applicable) and convert it to 100% black and white. We ask that you do NOT use gradients or screens. Unlike offset or digital printing, gradients do not result in consistent letterpress printing.

What do I need to do for a 2 color design?

Unlike digital or flat printing, if your colors/layers overlap you will need to determine how you want to handle the overlap.
There are 2 choices. The first is that one color can overprint the other. This works well when you have a dark color overprinting a light color Or, you may determine that you do not want the color to overprint. In this case, we will separate the
colors so that there is “knock out” so that the two color do not overprint. We recommend overprinting for any fine patterning and where one color is darker than the other and the darker color overprints the lighter color.

ENVELOPES
How should I send envelope artwork?

We recommend, if possible, you use on of our envelope templates to send us your envelope artwork and copy. We want to understand where you expect the printing to be on the envelope relative to the flap. If you do not work within illustrator, send
us a press ready pdf using the accurate envelope dimensions for your document size and place the envelope artwork and copy
where it should be printed.

DESIGN BLEED
Do our files require a bleed?

We trim any designs printed on crane’s 100% cotton lettra paper to final size which enables the use of bleeds. If your design
prints to the edge of the card, you will need a 1/8” bleed on each corresponding edge to accommodate trimming. Because all
envelope and all arturo fine paper are not trimmed to final size, they cannot accept a bleed.

FONTS
How do I make sure you can print the font my client has chosen?

All text should be converted to outlines before sending them to us. When you convert text to outlines, it allows your font
to be preserved (as a graphic) and not lost if we do not have the font local.

FINE LINE ART WORK
what is the minimum line width that can be printed?

letterpress thrives on fine line detailing. with that said, we do recommend you maintain a line width no smaller than 0.25pt
in both your artwork and type to assure details don’t get lost.

LARGE AREAS OF SOLID COLOR
Can I use large areas of solid colors in my design?

sure! we ask that you bear in mind that areas of solid color in letterpress will not print like a solid will print in offset or
digital. a letterpress solid area will look more velvety or sueded showing glimpses of the paper color beneath.

LIGHT VS DARK INK
how should i use light vs dark inks?

we recommend light inks for designs or background patterns and darker inks for the copy to allow letterpress to shine! this
is also why our in-house papers are lighter colors. if a client prefers a lighter ink on a darker paper, they should anticipate
being able to see the paper color through the lighter translucent ink.

